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The Effects of Preexisting Medical Comorbidities on
Mortality and Length of Hospital Stay in Acute Burn Injury

Evidence From a National Sample of 31,338 Adult Patients

Brett D. Thombs, PhD,* Vijay A. Singh, MD,† Jill Halonen, MD,‡ Alfa Diallo, MD, MPH,§
and Stephen M. Milner, MBBS, BDS†

Objective: To determine whether and to what extent preexisting
medical comorbidities influence mortality risk and length of hospi-
talization in patients with acute burn injury.
Summary Background Data: The effects on mortality and length
of stay of a number of important medical comorbidities have not
been examined in acute burn injury. Existing studies that have
investigated the effects of medical comorbidities on outcomes in
acute burn injury have produced inconsistent results, chiefly due to
the use of relatively small samples from single burn centers.
Methods: Records of 31,338 adults who were admitted with acute
burn injury to 70 burn centers from the American Burn Association
National Burn Repository, were reviewed. A burn-specific list of
medical comorbidities was derived from diagnoses included in the
Charlson Index of Comorbidities and the Elixhauser method of
comorbidity measurement. Logistic regression was used to assess
the effects of preexisting medical conditions on mortality, control-
ling for demographic and burn injury characteristics. Ordinal least
squares regression with a logarithmic transformation of the depen-
dent variable was used to assess the relationship of comorbidities
with length of stay.
Results: In-hospital mortality was significantly predicted by HIV/
AIDS (odds ratio !OR" # 10.2), renal disease (OR # 5.1), liver
disease (OR # 4.8), metastatic cancer (OR # 4.6), pulmonary
circulation disorders (OR # 2.9), congestive heart failure (OR #
2.4), obesity (OR # 2.1), non-metastatic malignancies (OR # 2.1),
peripheral vascular disorders (OR # 1.8), alcohol abuse (OR # 1.8),

neurological disorders (OR # 1.6), and cardiac arrhythmias (OR #
1.5). Increased length of hospital stay among survivors was signif-
icantly predicted by paralysis (90% increase), dementia (60%),
peptic ulcer disease (53%), other neurological disorders (52%),
HIV/AIDS (49%), renal disease (44%), a psychiatric diagnosis
(42%), cerebrovascular disease (41%), cardiac arrhythmias (40%),
peripheral vascular disorders (39%), alcohol abuse (36%), valvular
disease (32%), liver disease (30%), diabetes (26%), congestive heart
failure (23%), drug abuse (20%), and hypertension (17%).
Conclusions: A number of preexisting medical conditions influence
outcomes in acute burn injury. Patients with preburn HIV/AIDS,
metastatic cancer, liver disease, and renal disease have particularly
poor prognoses.

(Ann Surg 2007;245: 629–634)

Many studies have shown that age, burn size, and inha-
lation injury are important predictors of mortality and

length of hospital stay following an acute burn injury.1–4 The
effects of preexisting medical conditions on mortality and
length of stay, however, are not well understood in burn
injuries.

Studies that have investigated the effect of medical
comorbidities on burn outcomes have generally been limited
by relatively small samples from single burn centers with few
total fatalities and a limited number of patients within each
medical comorbidity category. They have also been limited
by the lack of clearly defined comorbidity categories and
diagnoses and, in most cases, by univariate analyses that do
not control for important confounders, such as age. As a
result, studies of the impact of the number of preexisting
medical conditions on outcome4–7 or of the effects of specific
medical comorbidities on outcome7–11 have produced contra-
dictory results. Different studies, for instance, have reported
that cardiovascular disease is not associated with increased
mortality,7,8 predicts mortality on a univariate, but not a
multivariate, basis,9 or predicts mortality even after control-
ling for burn-related risk factors.10,11 Findings on the effects
of renal disease,10,11 neurologic disease,7,10,11 and chronic
pulmonary disease8,9 are similarly discrepant. In addition, the
effects on mortality and length of stay of a number of
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potentially important comorbid conditions, including liver
disease, obesity, hypertension, and cancer, have not been
examined in burn patients.

We analyzed data from the American Burn Association
National Burn Repository (ABA-NBR) to address gaps and
inconsistencies in this research. The objective of our study
was to determine whether and to what extent preexisting
medical comorbidities impact mortality risk and length of
hospitalization in patients hospitalized with acute burn injury.

METHODS

Patient Sample
Data were extracted from the ABA-NBR database for

all adult patients 18 to 89 years of age who were admitted to
70 burn centers across the United States with thermal injuries
(flame, contact, or scald) from 1995 through 2005. In addition
to medical comorbidities, patient data in the ABA-NBR
included age, sex, race, year of injury, hospital admission
status (eg, direct admission or transfer), the etiology and
circumstances of the burn injury, mortality status and cause,
percent total body surface area (TBSA) burned, percent
TBSA burned second degree, percent TBSA burned third
degree, and the presence or absence of an inhalation injury.
Data used in this study to assess the likelihood of mortality
and length of stay reflect information available at the time of
admission. Patients 90 years of age and older were not
included in the study because their actual ages were not
entered into the dataset due to patient privacy regulations. A
more complete description of the ABA-NBR database is
provided elsewhere.12

Development of Comorbidity List
A comorbid disease was defined as a clinical condition

that predated the burn injury and admission to the hospital
and that could reasonably be expected to impact mortality and
course of treatment.13 The ABA-NBR codes both diagnoses
at the time of admission and complications of treatment.
Admission diagnoses in the ABA-NBR include premorbid
medical diagnoses and diagnoses that result from the burn
injury. In this study, comorbid diagnoses were included only
if present at admission and not likely to be a result of the burn
injury. There was no limit to the number of different medical
comorbidities that could be coded in the database for a given
patient.

An initial list of potentially relevant comorbidities was
selected from comorbidities included in the Deyo adapta-
tion14 of the Charlson Index15 and the Elixhauser method of
comorbidity measurement.13 Comorbidities were excluded if
the diagnosis at admission could have been related to the burn
injury (eg, fluid and electrolyte disorders, nutrition deficits,
coagulation deficits, anoxic brain injury). The list of comor-
bidities included in analyses and their ICD-9-CM codes are
shown in Table 1.

Data Presentation and Statistical Analysis
Outcome measures were in-hospital mortality and

length of hospital stay. Prior to outcome assessment, !2 tests

were used to compare categorical variables, and Mann-
Whitney U tests were used to compare continuous variables,
between patients with different numbers of medical comor-
bidities (0, 1, 2, 3$). The association of medical comorbidi-
ties with in-hospital mortality was modeled using a forward
stepwise logistic regression model, controlling for age, sex,
percent TBSA burned, and presence or absence of inhalation
injury. Length of hospital stay was modeled using forward
stepwise ordinary least squares regression, also controlling
for age, sex, percent TBSA burned, and inhalation injury. The

TABLE 1. ICD-9-CM Codes of Comorbidities

Comorbidity ICD-9-CM Codes

Alcohol abuse 291.1, 291.2, 291.5, 291.8, 291.9,
303.90–303.93, 305.00–305.03, V113

Cardiac arrhythmias 426.10, 426.11, 426.13, 426.2–426.53,
426.6–426.89, 427.0, 427.2, 427.31,
427.60, 427.9, 785.0, V45.0, V53.3

Chronic pulmonary
disease

490–496, 500–505, 506.4

Congestive heart failure 398.91, 402.11, 402.91, 404.11, 404.13,
404.91, 404.93, 428.0–428.9

Dementia 290–290.9
Diabetes 250–250.33, 250.40–250.73, 250.90–250.93
Drug abuse 292.0, 292.82–292.89, 292.9, 304.00–304.93,

305.20–305.93
HIV/AIDS* 042
Hypertension 401.1, 401.9, 402.10, 402.90, 404.10,

404.90, 405.11, 405.19, 405.91, 405.99
Hypothyroidism 243–244.2, 244.8, 244.9
Cerebrovascular disease 438.0
Liver disease 070.32, 070.33, 070.54, 456.0, 456.1,

456.20, 456.21, 571.0, 571.2, 571.3,
571.40–571.49, 571.5, 571.6, 571.8, 571.9,
572.2–572.8, V42.7

Metastatic cancer† 196.0–199.1
Nonmetastatic

malignancy†
140–172.9, 174–195.8, 200–208.9, 238.6,

273.3, V10.00–V10.9
Obesity 278.0
Old myocardial

infarction
412.0

Other neurologic
disorders

331.9, 332.0, 333.4, 333.5, 334.0–335.9,
340, 341.1–341.9, 345.00–345.11,
345.40–345.51, 345.80–345.91

Paralysis 342.0–342.12, 342.9–344.9
Peptic ulcer disease 531–534.9, V12.71
Peripheral vascular

disease
440.0–440.9, 441.2, 441.4, 441.7, 441.9,

443.1–443.9, 447.1, 557.1, 557.9, V43.4
Psychiatric diagnosis 295.0–295.9, 296.0, 296.2–298.9
Pulmonary circulation

disorders
416.0–416.9, 417.9

Renal disease 403.11, 403.91, 404.12, 404.92, 582–582.9,
583–583.7, 585, 586, 588–588.9, V42.0,
V45.1, V56.0, V56.8

Rheumatologic disease 701.0, 710.0–710.9, 714.0–714.9,
720.0–720.9, 725

Valvular disease 093.20–093.24, 394.0–397.1, 424.0–424.91,
746.3–746.6, V42.2, V43.3

*Excludes asymptomatic HIV infection status.
†If both solid tumor without metastasis and metastatic cancer are present, only

metastatic cancer is counted.
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length of stay outcome variable was transformed logarithmi-
cally due to the high degree of positive skew and long tail of
the distribution. Antilog transformations of beta coefficients
in the length of stay analysis were done to provide an estimate
of the expected percent increase in length of stay related to
having a particular comorbidity. Length of stay was modeled
only for patients who survived the burn injury. This was done
to avoid the potentially misleading situation in which a
powerful predictor of mortality could appear to be unrelated
to length of hospital stay because of high rates of mortality
related to the predictor. Because of the very large sample size,
variables were only entered into the model if they were
statistically significant (P % 0.05). All analyses were con-
ducted using SPSS version 13.0 (Chicago, IL).

Sensitivity Analysis
One potential shortcoming of large registries that are

based on chart review of medical records is that coding of
diagnoses may be imperfect, and patient records may not
include all relevant comorbidities.13,16,17 The effect of failing
to include all cases with a given comorbidity, however, would
be expected to only minimally bias the estimates of odds
ratios. This is because only a relatively few patients have
each comorbidity and those incorrectly excluded from a
comorbidity group due to incomplete data recording are
subsumed into a very large pool of patients without the
comorbidity. To test this assumption, we reran all outcome
analyses after randomly selecting 25% of all patients within
each comorbidity group to be incorrectly included among
patients without the comorbidity.

RESULTS

Patient Characteristics
Demographic and burn injury characteristics, length of

hospital stay, and the in-hospital mortality data are shown in
Table 2. A total of 31,338 adult patients 18 to 89 years of age
were admitted to 70 burn centers. The mean age of adult
patients in the ABA-NBR was 43.4 & 17.2 years, and the
median was 40.6 years (interquartile range, 29.8–53.8 years;

range, 18–89 years); 72.8% of patients were male, and 65.7%
were white. The mean percent TBSA burned was 13.1% &
16.2%, (median, 7.5%; interquartile range, 3.0%–16.2%;
range, 0%–100%) and 13.2% of the sample incurred an
inhalation injury.

Comorbidities
As shown in Table 3, 26.4% of all patients had one or

more medical comorbidities. Without controlling for con-
founding factors, such as age, a greater number of comor-
bidities was significantly related to a greater length of stay
and a higher likelihood of death. The length of stay for
patients with 3 or more comorbidities was approximately
twice as high compared to patients with no comorbidities, and
the likelihood of death was almost 4 times higher. The most
commonly reported comorbidities among all patients were
hypertension (9.6%), alcohol abuse (5.8%), chronic pulmo-
nary disease (5.1%), diabetes (4.4%), drug abuse (3.3%), and
psychiatric diagnoses (eg, schizophrenic disorders, bipolar
disorders, major depressive disorders, 2.9%) (Table 4).

Association of Comorbidities with Mortality
There were 2203 total deaths (7.0%) among patients in

the sample. Mortality was 9.0% (n # 769) in women and
6.3% (n # 1434) in men (P % 0.001). The independent
effects of preexisting medical conditions on mortality after
controlling for age, sex, percent TBSA burned, inhalation
injury, and all other comorbidities are shown in Table 4. The
comorbidities with the highest odds of mortality were HIV/
AIDS (odds ratio !OR" # 10.2), renal disease (OR # 5.1),
liver disease (OR # 4.8), and metastatic cancer (OR # 4.6)
compared to patients who did not have those diseases, but
who were similar on other variables in the model. Patients
with histories of pulmonary circulation disorders, congestive
heart failure, obesity, nonmetastatic malignancies, alcohol
abuse, peripheral vascular disorders, cardiac arrhythmias, and
neurologic disorders (eg, Parkinson disease, multiple sclero-
sis, epilepsy) were also at increased risk of mortality after
controlling for demographic and burn variables and other
comorbidities.

Chronic pulmonary disease (OR # 1.0, 95% confidence
interval !CI", 0.8–1.3, P # 0.69), surprisingly, was not a
significant independent predictor of in-hospital mortality. On
an unadjusted basis, however, patients with chronic pulmo-
nary disease were more than twice as likely to die compared
to patients without chronic pulmonary disease (14.3% vs.

TABLE 2. Characteristics of Study Population of Adult
Patients Admitted to 70 Burn Centers from 1995 to 2005
(N # 31,338)

Characteristic Value

Age (yr) (mean & SD) 43.3 & 17.2
% male 72.8
Race

% black 16.7
% white 65.7
% hispanic 12.6
% other 5.0

% TBSA burn (mean & SD) 13.1 & 16.2
% TBSA full thickness burn (mean & SD) 5.2 & 13.1
% with inhalation injury 13.2
% died in hospital 7.0
Length of stay (days) (mean & SD) 13.0 & 19.3

TABLE 3. Relationship Between Number of Comorbidities
and Outcomes

Characteristic

No. Comorbidities

0 1 2 3!

% of patients 73.6 15.0 7.1 4.3
Age (yr) (mean) 40.4 47.9 54.5 60.3
Length of stay (days) (mean) 11.5 15.9 17.8 21.7
Died in hospital (%) 5.4 8.8 13.0 19.4

All differences among groups defined by number of comorbidities are significant
(P % 0.001).
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6.6%, OR # 2.3; 95% CI, 2.0–2.7, P % 0.001). They also had
a significantly greater mean number of days in intensive care
(7.0 vs. 4.4, P % 0.001), and days in the hospital (15.9 vs.
12.9, P % 0.001). These patients, however, were also signif-
icantly (P % 0.001) more likely to have at least one additional
medical comorbidity (65.0% vs. 22.4%). Specifically, they
were more likely (P % 0.001) to have a diagnosis of alcohol
abuse (14.7% vs. 5.3%), congestive heart failure (11.2% vs.
1.0%), cardiac arrhythmias (8.8% vs. 1.6%), dementia (1.0%
vs. 0.2%), other neurologic disorders (3.2% vs. 1.5%), dia-
betes (13.0% vs. 3.9%), hypertension (29.7% vs. 8.5%), liver
disease (2.7 vs. 0.5%), obesity (4.6% vs. 1.0%), peptic ulcer
disease (2.0% vs. 0.3%), valvular disease (1.1% vs. 0.3%),
peripheral vascular disease (3.6% vs. 0.5%), pulmonary cir-
culation disorders (0.8% vs. 0.1%), cerebrovascular disease
(1.7% vs. 0.3%), old myocardial infarction (4.1% vs. 0.7%),
renal disease (1.7% vs. 0.5%), metastatic cancer (0.9% vs.
0.1%), a nonmetastatic malignancy (1.9% vs. 0.4%), hypo-
thyroidism (2.9% vs. 0.8%), rheumatologic disease (0.9% vs.

0.3%), and/or a psychiatric diagnosis (7.9% vs. 2.6%). Even
after adjusting for age and sex, patients with chronic pulmo-
nary disease were more likely to have each of these diagnoses
(range of ORs, 1.7–6.6). In addition, patients with chronic
pulmonary disease were more likely to have incurred an
inhalation injury (24.3% vs. 12.6%), even after controlling
for demographics and burn size (OR # 2.1, P % 0.001).
When compared to other patients with inhalation injuries,
however, patients with chronic pulmonary disease who had
inhalation injuries were significantly more likely to have
incurred a very small burn of TBSA "3% (29.7% vs. 13.0%,
OR # 2.8, P % 0.001).

In terms of numbers of preexisting conditions, the odds
of mortality increased 1.33 times (95% CI, 1.27–1.40, P %
0.001) for each additional medical comorbidity, controlling
for demographic and burn characteristics. When only patients
age 65 or older were considered, the increase in mortality risk
per comorbidity was essentially the same (OR # 1.28; 95%
CI, 1.20–1.37, P % 0.001).

Association of Comorbidities With
Length of Stay

The mean length of stay was 13.0 & 19.3 (median, 7;
interquartile range, 2–16; range, 1–450) days for all patients
and 12.6 & 18.6 (median, 7; interquartile range, 2–15; range,
1–450) days for patients who survived. In general, comor-
bidities that were significantly associated with mortality
tended to predict length of stay among patients who survived
to discharge. Three exceptions, however, were pulmonary
circulation disorders, obesity, and nonmetastatic malignan-
cies. Several conditions that were not significantly related to
in-hospital mortality did predict longer lengths of stay in
patients who survived, including paralysis (90% increase),
dementia (60% increase), peptic ulcer disease (53% increase),
a psychiatric diagnosis (42% increase), cerebrovascular dis-
ease (41% increase), valvular disease (32% increase), diabe-
tes (26% increase), drug abuse (20% increase), and hyper-
tension (17% increase). Patients with chronic pulmonary disease
tended to have slightly, albeit nonsignificantly, shorter lengths of
stay than otherwise comparable patients (5.9% decrease, 95%
CI, 12.8% decrease to 1.6% increase, P # 0.12).

As compared with similar patients with no medical
comorbidities, the length of stay increased 22.9% (95% CI,
20.5%–25.3%, P % 0.001) for each preexisting condition. For
patients age 65 or older, length of stay increased 16.6% (95%
CI, 11.8%–21.6%, P % 0.001) per comorbidity. Results from
the length of stay analysis are shown in Table 5.

Sensitivity Analysis
The ORs for mortality for each comorbidity when 25% of

patients with the comorbidity were randomly selected to be
miscoded as not having the diagnosis were very close to esti-
mates using the entire sample: HIV/AIDS # 10.1, renal dis-
ease # 6.2, liver disease # 4.8, metastatic cancer # 5.6,
pulmonary circulation disorders # 3.3, congestive heart fail-
ure # 2.4, obesity # 2.0, malignancy without metastasis # 2.5,
alcohol abuse # 1.9, peripheral vascular disorders # 1.7, car-
diac arrhythmias # 1.9, and other neurologic disorders # 1.3.
The estimated percent increase in length of stay of patients due

TABLE 4. Association of Comorbidities With In-Hospital
Mortality After Controlling for Demographic and Burn Injury
Characteristics

Comorbidity

Patients With
Comorbidity

!no. (%)"

Odds Ratio
(95% confidence

interval) P

HIV/AIDS 68 (0.2) 10.19 (4.77–21.74) %.001
Renal disease 117 (0.6) 5.11 (3.31–7.88) %.001
Liver disease 180 (0.6) 4.82 (3.02–7.69) %.001
Metastatic cancer 46 (0.1) 4.55 (2.03–10.18) %.001
Pulmonary circulation

disorders
54 (0.2) 2.88 (1.39–5.94) .004

Congestive heart failure 487 (1.6) 2.39 (1.83–3.11) %.001
Obesity 381 (1.2) 2.11 (1.38–3.21) %.001
Malignancy without

metastasis
137 (0.4) 2.08 (1.21–3.56) .008

Peripheral vascular
disorders

193 (0.6) 1.84 (1.18–2.86) .007

Alcohol abuse 1814 (5.8) 1.83 (1.47–2.28) %.001
Other neurological

disorders
487 (1.6) 1.56 (1.03–2.36) .037

Cardiac arrhythmias 620 (2.0) 1.49 (1.18–1.89) %.001
Hypertension 2994 (9.6) NS —
Chronic pulmonary

disease
1,603 (5.1) NS —

Diabetes 1365 (4.4) NS —
Drug abuse 1021 (3.3) NS —
Psychiatric diagnosis 896 (2.9) NS —
Hypothyroidism 274 (0.9) NS —
Old myocardial

infarction
264 (0.8) NS —

Paralysis 215 (0.7) NS —
Peptic ulcer disease 129 (0.4) NS —
Valvular disease 118 (0.4) NS —
Rheumatologic disease 110 (0.4) NS —
Cerebrovascular disease 107 (0.3) NS —
Dementia 87 (0.3) NS —

NS indicates not significant.
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to comorbidities among patients who survived the burn injury
were also relatively unchanged when 25% of patients with each
diagnosis were miscoded: paralysis # 95%, dementia # 49%,
other neurologic disorders # 51%, peptic ulcer disease # 63%,
HIV/AIDS # 52%, a psychiatric diagnosis # 45%, peripheral
vascular disorders # 42%, renal disease # 46%, cardiac ar-
rhythmias # 38%, liver disease # 54%, cerebrovascular disease
49%, alcohol abuse # 36%, valvular disease # 54%, congestive
heart failure # 32%, diabetes # 29%, drug abuse #19%, and
hypertension # 20%. These results suggest that if there is
incomplete diagnostic coding in the ABA-NBR, it did not
likely impact risk estimates substantially.

DISCUSSION
This is the first study to use a large, representative

sample from multiple burn centers to investigate the effect of
preexisting medical conditions on mortality from burn injury
and length of hospital stay among survivors. We used data
from over 31,000 adult admissions to 70 burn centers and
found that patients with more preexisting medical conditions
at admission have a greater risk of mortality and require
longer hospital stays than patients of similar age, sex, and
burn injury characteristics, but fewer comorbidities. No pre-
vious study has used such a large sample or investigated the

effects of a broad range of medical comorbidities in patients
with acute burn injury.

Preexisting medical conditions were recorded in almost
27% of patients in the sample. Medical comorbidities that
predicted mortality, after controlling for age, sex, percent
TBSA burned, and inhalation injury included HIV/AIDS,
renal disease, metastatic cancer, liver disease, pulmonary
circulation disorders, congestive heart failure, obesity, non-
metastatic malignancies, alcohol abuse, peripheral vascular
disorders, cardiac arrhythmias, and neurologic disorders. The
most striking result was the very high risk of mortality among
patients with HIV/AIDS (OR # 10.2), renal disease (OR #
5.1), liver disease (OR # 4.8) and metastatic cancer (OR # 4.6).
All preexisting conditions that predicted mortality, with the
exceptions of obesity, pulmonary circulation disorders and non-
metastatic malignancies also predicted longer hospital stays. In
addition, patients with paralysis, dementia, peptic ulcer disease,
a psychiatric diagnosis, cerebrovascular disease, valvular dis-
ease, diabetes, drug abuse, and hypertension required signifi-
cantly longer hospital stays.

Our results are in agreement with studies that have
identified greater risk with higher numbers of medical comor-
bidities,5 that have identified alcohol abuse as a risk factor for
mortality and longer hospital stays,10,18–22 and that have
found patients with diabetes23 and psychiatric disorders to
require longer hospital stays.19,24 Our findings also provide a
degree of clarity in areas where previous studies have not
been in agreement, including cardiovascular disease, renal
disease, and neurologic disorders.

We were surprised to find that chronic pulmonary disease
was not a significant independent predictor of mortality or
longer hospital stays, although there was a trend toward greater
risk of mortality. Traditionally, patients with chronic pulmonary
disease have been considered to be at high risk for mortality,
particularly in the context of inhalation injury. There may be two
interrelated explanations for the findings in this study. First,
patients with chronic pulmonary disease tended to have multiple
medical comorbidities at much greater rates than other patients,
even after controlling for age. Thus, the independent effect of
chronic pulmonary disease may have been diminished. Second,
it could be the case that there is a lower threshold for admission
to the hospital for patients with chronic pulmonary disease who
may have incurred an inhalation injury. Among all patients with
inhalation injuries, those with chronic pulmonary disease were
much more likely to have a very small burn (TBSA "3%).
Many patients with chronic pulmonary disease who are on home
oxygen, for instance, are admitted after sustaining superficial
facial burns in the context of smoking near an open oxygen
source. A lower threshold for admission would result in com-
paratively less severe burn injuries among patients in the data-
base who had chronic pulmonary disease. If this were the case,
it is possible that the multivariate models used in this study
underestimated the independent effects of chronic pulmonary
disease on mortality and length of hospital stay.

There are limitations that should be taken into consid-
eration in interpreting the results from this study. The data are
from a large registry and are to some degree flawed in their
ability to capture patient illness severity. Patient comorbidity

TABLE 5. Association of Comorbidities With Length of Stay
of Survivors After Controlling for Demographic and Burn
Injury Characteristics

Comorbidity
Transformed Coefficients
(95% confidence interval) P

Paralysis 1.90 (1.58–2.29) %.001
Dementia 1.60 (1.15–2.21) .005
Peptic ulcer disease 1.53 (1.18–1.99) .001
Other neurological disorders 1.52 (1.34–1.73) %.001
HIV/AIDS 1.49 (1.03–2.15) .035
Renal disease 1.44 (1.12–1.86) .004
Psychiatric diagnosis 1.42 (1.29–1.56) %.001
Cerebrovascular disease 1.41 (1.05–1.89) .021
Cardiac arrhythmias 1.40 (1.23–1.60) %.001
Peripheral vascular disorders 1.39 (1.11–1.75) .004
Alcohol abuse 1.36 (1.27–1.46) %.001
Valvular disease 1.32 (1.00–1.75) .047
Liver disease 1.30 (1.03–1.64) .029
Diabetes 1.26 (1.16–1.37) %.001
Congestive heart failure 1.23 (1.06–1.44) .007
Drug abuse 1.20 (1.10–1.31) %.001
Hypertension 1.17 (1.11–1.24) %.001
Chronic pulmonary disease NS —
Hypothyroidism NS —
Malignancy without metastasis NS —
Metastatic cancer NS —
Obesity NS —
Old myocardial infarction NS —
Pulmonary circulation disorders NS —
Rheumatologic disease NS —

NS indicates not significant.
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and injury variables, such as TBSA burned or the presence or
absence of inhalation injury, were extracted by chart review,
and diagnoses were documented with ICD-9 coding rather
than by more precise methods. In some cases, it is difficult to
determine from ICD-9 coding whether a diagnosis predated
the burn injury. Thus, diagnoses were included as preexisting
medical comorbidities only when they were unlikely to have
resulted from the injury or its treatment. It is possible,
however, that including only diagnoses of “old myocardial
infarction,” for instance, and not “myocardial infarction”
might have resulting in missed cases. It is not known if results
would have differed if they had been based on more detailed
clinical information, although our sensitivity analyses
showed that diagnostic omissions would not likely alter
results substantially. From a practical perspective, however,
this is a moot point. Given the large number of patients that
would need to be followed across many burn centers to obtain
enough patients in each comorbidity category, it is doubtful
that a nonregistry study could realistically be achieved. A
second limitation is that, despite the large overall size of the
ABA-NBR database, there were not enough patients with
each comorbid condition to generate risk estimates based on
patient characteristics, such as age or sex. It is possible,
however, that risk of mortality and longer length of stay
related to specific comorbid conditions differs based on these
factors.

An additional limitation is that differences in mortality
across burn care centers related to differences in standard
burn management or differences in patient characteristics
were not explicitly incorporated into the analysis. The ABA-
NBR does not include data on important factors that may
differ across centers, such as time from burn to admission or
fluid resuscitation. To the extent that a large number of burn
centers were included in the current study, however, it is not
unreasonable to think that the model is a fair representation of
typical patterns across burn centers in the United States.

CONCLUSION
We found that patients with acute burn injury with

preburn medical conditions are at greater risk for mortality
and require longer hospital stays prior to discharge. In par-
ticular, patients with HIV/AIDS, metastatic cancer, renal
disease, and liver disease are at very high risk for mortality as
compared with patients without those diseases who have
similar burn injuries.
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